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The project focus is on innovative approach in workbased learning (WBL) in Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia
– tandem training – for the joint training of VET teachers
and company tutors (hereinafter - WBL tutors) of the
Baltic countries. It developed and piloted a sample
training program supported by research.
A common competence profile of WBL tutors has
been developed to promote a common Baltic vision
while respecting the needs of each particular country
in developing the training programs for WBL tutors in
relation to their national priorities, legal framework and
the stakeholders’ needs.
A Finnish research partner provided methodological
support to provide research informed evidence on the
potential of improving the WBL tutor training approaches
in the Baltics and the EU.

EU Erasmus+ project “Testing New Approaches to Training VET and Workplace Tutors for
Work Based Learning” - TTT4WBL, project No. 582951-EPP-1-2016-2-LV-EPPKA3-PI-POLICY
The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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1.Tandem training
What is Tandem? Why Tandem?
WBL is teamwork of VET school and company. We can say VET tutor
and company tutor work in tandem.
We offer training of workplace tutors and VET tutors together in order to
encourage common understanding of WBL students.

The training program leads participants through WBL process: planning and
preparation, guidance and learning at workplace, assessment and evaluation.

Before

During

After

Training is organized as an interactive workshop, setting up small groups in which
informal communication between VET and workplace tutors can take place.

Impact of Tandem Training
VET School

VET Trainee

Workplace / Company

The most important result is a common vision of high-quality work-based learning,
i.e. that VET and company develop the same understanding of WBL process, quality
standards and responsibilities of each side and agree on future cooperation.

Participants’ feedback:
Benefits of Tandem Training
Tandem training enables us to achieve two goals at the same time:
• Develop competences needed for WBL tutors
• Develop teamwork approach and teamwork skills for cooperation
between VET and workplace tutors

“It is good that we were together
with school tutors. I understood
that their work is hard and we
need to work together”.

“Before, when I saw my colleagues
working with trainees, I thought:
Thank God, I don’t have to do this.
Now I think, I can help them to
learn something. And I realized, I
have to change myself”.
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TTT4WBL Training Events in Partner Countries
International (Baltic) 5-day Train-the-Trainer Event
for Tandem Approach: 18 lead trainers
National training events: 2-day Tandem workshops for
WBL tutors in each of the 3 Baltic countries;
820 WBL tutors trained by end 2019

19 peer learning visits for lead trainers

Latvia

Estonia

Lithuania

20 workshops

15 workshops

16 workshops

300 WBL tutors
trained

208 WBL tutors
trained

312 WBL tutors
trained

Training programs for WBL Tutors in
Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania
Training material in Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian
Toolbox of methods and tasks in English
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2. The Baltic WBL tutors’
common competence
profile – roots and future
prospects
TTT4WBL project enabled Baltic countries to join the forces and agree on basic
requirements for competences of WBL tutors. The required competences will be
reflected in a common Baltic competence profile for WBL tutors.
The existence of Baltic WBL tutors’ competence profile will serve as a basis for
similar contents of WBL tutors’ training programs across Baltics and will guide VET
and company managers in WBL staff development.
Similar approaches and quality standards across Baltic region will encourage more
VET mobilities within the region and will raise the quality of Baltic exchanges of VET
students and WBL tutors.

COMPETENCE PROFILE OF THE WORKPLACE TUTOR

•

Ability to make arrangements for learning:
organize workplace, equipment, involve other
employees

•

Ability to motivate and engage trainees
Ability to apply formative and summative assessment and
to stimulate trainees’ self-assessment and self-reflection

•

Ability to handle documentation

•

Ability to assess quality of WBL and make
necessary adjustment

•

Ability to handle problematic situations in WBL

•

Ability to listen actively, provide positive feedback, encourage
trainees in different situations

•

Social responsibility

•

Acting as professional and personal role-model for trainees

•

Positive attitude

•

Consideration of occupational safety and health regulations

•

Open mindedness to new ideas

•

Consideration of IT security and data protection

•

Tolerance and acceptance of diversity of individuals and their needs

•

Keeping to professional ethics

•

Self-orientation towards problem solving

•

Self-reflection and self-assessment

•

Life-long learning – continuous personal and professional development

•

Patience, tolerance in working with young people and dedication
to this activity

Awareness of company’s development plans

Ability to select and apply various instruction methods and
prepare learning aids

Ability to negotiate and maintain effective communication
with school/teacher/company management/ other employees
throughout the WBL process

•

•

•

Knowledge of sectoral developments and innovations

Ability to prepare and follow individualised
learning plan

•

•

Awareness of qualification requirements

Ability to adapt training to trainee’s personality,
learning style and individual needs

Knowledge of motivational and developmental feedback

•

Knowledge of responsibilities of involved
parties

•

Ability to create and handle WBL documents in electronic and online format

Attitudes
(type of personality)

•

Basics of psychology

•

•
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Knowledge of standards, training programmes,
assessment criteria, training plans and how to
utilise and apply them in WBL

Knowledge of communication methods,
communication styles and channels

•

•

•

•

Ability to use IT and social media tools for communication with trainee and VET school

Knowledge of mentoring and coaching techniques,
learning facilitation and assessment methods

Awareness of legislation requirements, school
documents and company inner rules regarding
WBL

•

•

•

Ability to find and critically select information using IT tools

Knowledge of basic principles of vocational pedagogy
and inclusive education

•

•

Cooperation and communication for WBL

Professional,
sectoral
competence

Awareness of General Data Protection Regulation

Skills

Knowledge

Guidance, instruction and assessment in WBL

IT / digital
competence

•

Planning, organization and
coordination of WBL
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3. Mapping of SMEs clusters
around VET schools and
involving new SMEs in WBL
Latvian Chamber of Commerce and Kaunas Chamber of Commerce (Lithuania)
undertook listing and addressing SMEs in order to involve them in WBL, as well as
mapping of SMEs clusters for WBL geographically (proximity to VET schools) and
by sector in Latvia and Lithuania. Various sources of information were used for the
analysis – statistical data on economically active enterprises, survey of companies,
feedback questionnaires after tutor trainings, group interviews of tutors, and other.
The reports present the results of the mapping activity together with maps and
charts showing SMEs clusters around VET schools on the basis of geographical
proximity and sector in Latvia and Lithuania. The results of addressing SMEs with
the aim to involve them in WBL provide an insight on the perspective of enterprise
representatives. The analysis identified some challenges for involving companies
in WBL, for example, taking into account regional and sectoral distribution of
companies when planning VET programmes. The reports also provide a wide
range of suggestions from enterprise representatives for promoting cooperation
between companies and VET schools.
Reports are available at project website: ttt4wbl-project.eu/research/
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4. Research
The purpose of the research within the experimentation
in the TTT4WBL project was to find evidence of the
impact of the tandem WBL tutor training:

 how the Work-Based Learning tutors participating
in the tandem training develop their skills related
to supervising WBL and guiding the VET students
in WBL, and furthermore
 how the tandem trainings support the
development of cooperation between VET schools
and companies or any type of workplace.

Implementation of the research

Data was collected

“Having the VET school
and company together
is good. First they spoke
different languages, but
later they were starting to understand each
other better.”
Lithuanian Lead Trainer

By questionnaires from
1. the WBL tutor questionnaire in the beginning of their WBL tutor training
2. WBL tutors 6 months after the tandem training
3. the VET students
4. the VET school managers
5. the company managers
By interviews from
1. randomly chosen tutor groups in Latvia and Lithuania
2. the Lead Trainers in all the Baltic states three times.

Respondents to the questionnaires
820 trained WBL tutors
583 WBL tutors
in the beginning

100 VET students

294 WBL tutors
after 6 months

The respondents were from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.

90 VET school managers

90 company managers

Participants in the interviews
The research design
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22 WBL tutor groups
16 Lead Trainers from
all three Baltic states

involving 86 WBL tutors in Latvia and Lithuania
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Main findings
The tandem training was found to be
valuable and useful:
• it raised the WBL tutors’ awareness of the
current competences and demands to
develop them
• it enabled WBL tutors to understand workbased learning more widely when learning
together with both workplaces and VET
schools represented.
The tandem training was found to support the
development of own skills as a WBL tutor:
• analytical and theoretical capacity increased,
real practical skills, such as linking
theoretical knowledge to practice, selfconfidence, pedagogical and guiding skills
• a greater understanding of the learners’
needs and communication with the students.
The tandem training was felt to enhance
cooperation between VET schools and
workplaces:
• WBL tutors highly appreciated the
cooperation
• as much as 68 % of the WBL tutors said
that cooperation had increased since they
attended the tandem training
• meeting people from the same field and
sharing experiences as well as examples
of good practices of guiding students were
found to be important.
14

Recommendations
“It gave me the courage and
willingness to act as an instructor, as well as self-confidence
and assurance that I am pretty
fit, and I found a little passionate
person in myself”

“It helped me see the perspective
of both the supervised and the
supervisor in a broader sense and
was helpful in understanding how
to approach the achievement of
the goal in different cases.”

Based on the research results, the following focus areas
for further development are suggested
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a recognisable competence profile and status for WBL tutors in the Baltic
states
the competence and professional development of WBL tutors
WBL tutor training system
VET teachers’ new role regarding work-based learning, tutoring in
workplaces and collaborating with companies
a common understanding of the concept of WBL and its role in vocational
education
pedagogy supporting WBL
the quality of work-based learning
public campaigns and conferences to increase awareness about WBL
collaboration in and between the Baltic states regarding work-based learning

“This helps improve the
performance of your business”

“Understanding feedback and the
importance of communication”

“Better understanding of cooperation between schools and
companies”

The research report:
“DOES THE TANDEM APPROACH WORK?
– Research on the experimentation testing
the professional development model for tutors
in work-based learning in the Baltic states”
Available online at http://www.jamk.fi/publications

“Obtained knowledge and advice
on how to structure the learning
process”
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5. Policy impact and
recommendations
The Baltic ministries have agreed that the impact of the TTT4WBL
project can be observed at multiple levels:

Individual
European
Union –
institutional
and countries

Institutional

Impact

Baltic

National

Local

Policy impact in Lithuania

•

Formal status of the WBL tutor training program
confirmed by the Ministry of Education and Science.

•

•

A team of lead trainers as a resource for systemic
methodological approaches to WBL tutors’
competence development in the country

Approval and registration of WBL tutor tandem
training program as one of the in-service training
programs at National Register of Studies, Training
Programs and Qualifications

•

Provision of financial support for further tutor tandem
training in VET institutions and companies as part of
ESIF (European Structural and Investment Funds)
funded activities for apprenticeship development

•

Raised awareness of the importance of
apprenticeship / work-based learning among all VET
institutions

•

Increased involvement and participation of companies
in apprenticeship / work-based learning network
formation

•

A designated authority - Qualifications and Vocational
Education and Training Development Centre - was
appointed, for apprenticeship development, tutor
training, consulting and methodological assistance
to providers, in order to achieve sustainability of
activities

•

Raised and strengthened expertise within VET schools
(competence centres) regarding joint work with
companies to ensure high quality work-based learning

•

Understanding at various levels of the WBL
approaches in the neighbouring countries – for
improved co-operation planning and implementation

•

Synergies with other related activities and projects for
increased effectiveness of WBL provision

•

Raised interest and appreciation of the importance of
pedagogical competence in companies offering WBL

•

Raised awareness of the importance of VET and workbased learning and subsequent establishment of the
VET Policy Committee at the Chamber of Trade and
Commerce of Latvia for improved links between the
worlds of education and work

Regional
Beyond
European
Union

The impact has been achieved through systemic and targeted practical
training activities for competence development in the field, as well as
information flow and exchange via multiple channels, especially through
presentations and discussions at seminars, meetings and events at various
levels – nationally and internationally.
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Policy impact in Latvia

Policy impact in Estonia
•

The WBL tutor competence model will be integrated to VET teacher occupational qualification
standard. The standard will include an option for WBL tutors to get a professional qualification
certificate.

•

Provision of financial support for further tutor tandem training in VET institutions and companies
as part of ESF (European Structural Funds) funded activities for WBL development

•

The WBL competence model has been taken into account in the pilot program of quality
assessment of WBL learning.

•

WBL tutor model and tandem training has been promoted in national WBL coordinators’, VET
School principals’ and employers’ networks.
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Policy impact at Baltic level

Policy impact at European level and beyond

The policy impact identified by the Baltic public authorities have close relation to
the project impact identified by the project research team from Finland. It can be
seen as raised awareness of multiple stakeholders in the Baltics on the possibility
of joint approaches towards WBL and the development of the competence of WBL
tutors using the common WBL tutors’ competence profile. Another impact is
the creation of the Baltic WBL stakeholder community.

Raised awareness of EU countries and beyond on the benefits of the tandem
training approach in WBL – through international seminars and conferences, EU
working groups and co-operation platforms.

The Baltic ministries’ vision of the impact of the
TTT4WBL project
•
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Strengthened awareness at Baltic ministries’ medium and senior administration level on
the importance of Baltic co-operation in VET

Presented model to other countries of the co-operation in WBL within a group of
countries with similar historical, cultural and education tradition.

Policy recommendations
•

To promote the capacity of VET schools (VET Competence Centres) to undertake training of
workplace tutors for WBL

•

To encourage VET schools to use Tandem Training (Tandem Approach) as WBL governance
tool promoting close cooperation with companies involved in WBL

•

To continue work on the commitments made in 2017 within the Baltic Alliance for Apprenticeships
– on strengthening co-operation and exchange among Baltic VET institutions’ and employers’
associations in order to ensure joint approaches and broader coverage

•

Tested and approved the joint methodology of tandem training for the WBL tutors

•

Development of the joint competence profile of the WBL tutors in the Baltics and initiated discussions
at top policy level for a more formalised status of the Baltic WBL tutors’ competence profile

•

Strengthened the peer learning culture in Baltic VET at different levels: public authorities and social
partners; VET managers, trainers of WBL tutors

•

To utilise the practical benefits of the common Baltic WBL tutor competence profile
– to increase Baltic exchange of VET students and tutors

•

Regular policy discussions and reflection on increased co-operation in VET and WBL at
the level of the Baltic Assembly

•

To explore possibilities for the implementation of joint programs or modules in the Baltics

•

Increased co-operation between the Baltic VET institutions, VET institutions’ associations and
employers and their organisations

•

To disseminate the project results – tandem training approach – after the end of the project,
given the interest shown by VET professionals in other countries in EU and beyond

•

Agreement to further promote the Baltic Alliance for Apprenticeships (BAfA) as a platform for
continued Baltic co-operation in VET and WBL
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6. Baltic cooperation
Following the experience gained in the Baltic co-operation since 2014
through the Erasmus + projects WBL-Balt (2014-2017) and TTT4WBL
(2017-2020), as well the Baltic Alliance for Apprenticeships (BAfA)
established in 2015, the Baltic countries are committed to continue their
co-operation in VET and WBL along the lines agreed in 2017 within BAfA
discussions in Riga:
 Continued cooperation at different levels with more emphasis on
involvement of VET institutions' and business associations
Specific directions of joint work:
- Developments towards joint Programs & Qualifications
- Enhanced cooperation among Baltic employers on WBL
   implementation
 Promoting Baltic region as excellent place for studies and work

Through the TTT4WBL project activities it has become evident that further
Baltic co-operation should be focused on targeted WBL student and tutor
exchange – given the new opportunities arising from the common WBL
tutors competence profile.
Another common issue to be addressed is increased focus of digital
approaches in joint activities and projects to increase the overall
competitiveness of the Baltic VET environment.
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7. Project dissemination

Publications, articles, press releases
Project homepage ttt4wbl-project.eu/
Project leaflet

Target groups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WBL tutors from VET schools
and companies
WBL tutor trainers
VET institutions
Enterprises/employers and their
organisations
Public authorities at local, regional,
national level
Public authorities at EU level
Social partners
VET learners
Researchers, academia
General public

Newsletters

Promotional videos

Main
activities and
channels

Tandem trainings

Stakeholder seminars at regional,
national and EU level

Research report

International conference on tandem
training and experimentation results
Presentations on tandem training
and experimentation results
Round table discussions
Social media publications
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Project partners
National Centre for
Education (Latvia)
Valsts izglîtîbas satura centrs
http://visc.gov.lv

The Ministry of Education
and Science of Latvia
Izglîtîbas un zinâtnes ministrija
http://izm.gov.lv

The Latvian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Latvijas Tirdzniecîbas un
rûpniecîbas kamera
http://www.chamber.lv

Baltic Bright (Latvia)
http://balticbright.lv

Qualifications and Vocational
Education and Training
Development Centre (Lithuania)
Kvalifikacijø ir profesinio
mokymo plëtros centras
http://www.kpmpc.lt

Vilnius Car Mechanics
and Business school
Vilniaus automechanikos
ir verslo mokykla
https://vavm.lt/

Tartu Vocational Education
Centre (Estonia)
Tartu Kutsehariduskeskus
http://khk.ee

JAMK University of Applied
Sciences (Finland)
Jyväskylän ammattikorkeakoulu
https://www.jamk.fi

Kaunas Chamber of Commerce,
Industry and Crafts (Lithuania)
Kauno prekybos, pramonës
ir amatø rûmai
http://chamber.lt
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